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Abstract

The aim of this qualitative study is to draw attention to the problems Gen Y faced in recruitment processes and HRM mistakes committed by businesses in these processes. Web-based interviews held with 12 Gen Y members. Interview notes were subjected to thematic analysis and main problems encountered during the recruitment processes were identified. Findings show Gen Y encounters ethical, communication, and process management problems in recruitment processes. Recruitment process is the first stage in which employer brand value is perceived, and it needs to be managed carefully. Furthermore, it will be increasingly important to align Gen Y’s new knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills with existing work contexts. Results provide some clues to better understand perception of Gen Y and also emphasize the need to update HRM practices.

1. Introduction

The term generation is used to define the group made of individuals at similar ages, have undergone similar social changes and developments, sharing a common cultural and collective memory (Smola and Sutton, 2002; Yi et al., 2015). Although there are different opinions about today’s generations and age groups used in determining generations (Wong et al., 2008), there are five generations that are commonly accepted in the related literature. These are Silent Generation (1921-1940), Baby Boomers (1941-1960), Generation X (1961-1980), Millennials or Generation Y (1981-2000) and Generation Z (2001 and after) (Arsenault, 2004; Lamm and Meeks, 2009; Reeves and Oh, 2008; Strauss and Howe, 1991).

According to the theoretical approach to the concept of generation, changes in significant historical events, social, economic and/or technologic processes affect individuals in many ways; developments in these areas shape behavioral characteristics of societies. Based on this viewpoint, it can be said that individuals who were born and grow in a similar time zone have similar behavioral characteristics. On the other hand, these characteristics may change with new generations (Mannheim, 1952; Inglehart, 1977; Strauss and Howe, 1991).

Generation Y (Gen Y) approximately forms one-third of today’s workforce and it is estimated that the generation will form two-third of the workforce in ten years. Gen Y has thus become a significant topic in human resources (HR) literature, especially with its different behavioral characteristics. The educational level of this generation, born in a period between the beginning of the 1980s and the end of the 1990s, is quite high. Gen Y prefers flexible working conditions and gives more importance to business-daily life balance when compared to the preceding generation (Ng et al., 2010). Personal development, a meaningful job, freedom, entertainment, cooperation, innovation, and speed are the interests of this generation who find contribution to society, well-parenting and balanced life are motivating (Hiltrop, 1999; Tapscott, 2009; Hurst and Good, 2009). They prefer more human-centered businesses with powerful employer brands in business life and they prioritize the happiness of employees. Developing Human Resource Management (HRM) understandings and practices that will attract Gen Y and increase their commitment have recently become more important (Kultalahti and Viitala, 2015). D’Netto and Ahmed (2012) state that individuals of Gen Y, who were born into technology, challenge managers and it is important to
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understand their viewpoint which is different from the preceding generation in order to be successful. Similarly, Imperatori and Bissola (2010) mention that developing effective work arrangements for Gen Y is highly important for sustainability of firm competitive advantage.

Some of the researches on the relationship between Gen Y and HRM practices are about the difficulties in the employment of these individuals and keeping them in a job (Drago and Cunningham, 2006; Luscombe et al., 2013; Ng et al., 2010; Pinzaru et al., 2017). In their research, Ng et al. (2010) point out that Gen Y prioritizes business-daily life balance and rapid progress in their career while Pinzaru et al. (2017) state that these individuals give importance to professional and personal development, innovation and employee satisfaction. A variety of researchers have been studying the differences in career beliefs and expectations of Gen Y when compared to the preceding generation (Dries et al., 2008; De Hauw and De Vos, 2010). Ng and Parry (2016) emphasize the views defending that analyzing intergenerational differences in terms of work ethics, attitudes and career expectations is important in revising the current HRM policies and practices. It is crucial to better understand the expectations, needs, and perceptions of Gen Y for an efficient HRM. Results of detailed researches on the issue have become more and more important for organizing and developing the practices in HRM.

The purpose of this study is to attract attention to the deficiencies in the current practices and understandings in recruitment processes, which is relatively less analyzed; the study focuses on the experiences of Gen Y in recruitment processes. Recruitment and selection processes can be examined through different perspectives such as applicant, recruiter, and employer (Carless, 2007). Analyzing Gen Y experiences in recruitment processes from the perspective of Recruiter can give some clues about the insufficiencies and dysfunctions in HR practices. The results of these analyses can contribute to the literature and practitioners working for improving HR practices and understandings.

2. Gen Y in the recruitment processes

Recruitment processes involve organizational practices and policies developed for supporting applications, ensuring a constant qualified candidate pool and motivating the best candidates. Recruiting perfect candidates and keeping them are crucial points for organizational success (Luscombe et al., 2013). Having perfect employees is considered to be the most important impulsion for future organizational efficiency (Warmerdam et al., 2015). When a candidate experiences a negative recruitment process in a company, he/she forms a completely negative viewpoint about that company from the very beginning (Loiacono et al., 2011).

Expectations of Gen Y, which has become increasingly important in business life, are different from the preceding generation and these expectations have naturally changed the perspectives of young candidates in terms of recruitment processes. Eisner (2005) specifically mentions that traditional recruitment and selection processes are no longer reliable for this generation and new processes shall be created. Bosco and Harvey (2013) state that multiple practices are necessary to attract candidates to the job opening in HR departments; according to the researchers, a single type of recruitment process is not sufficient for a generation. Using digital literacy skills for information and socialization, Gen Y (Pinzaru et al., 2017) also known as Techno Savvy, prefers immediate application and response. Old fashioned prizes, traditional career opportunities, reaching career goals over a long period are no longer attractive to the members of this generation; this is why, enterprises should create specifically designed recruiting messages that will attract these individuals who are looking for a self-building job (Huybers, 2011).

The context of Gen Y in Turkey is different from other countries; 35% of the population in the country is Gen Y (Adgüzel et al., 2014). On the other hand, the youth unemployment rate in Turkey is 27.4% by 2019 according to the Turkish Statistical Institute (2019). According to this highly concerning data, it can be said that almost one out of every three Turkish youths is unemployed. According to the results of Gen Y research by Deloitte (2018), 50% of the currently working young population in Turkey wants to change his/her job. These rates indicate that Gen Y in Turkey is in a constant process of job-searching. As most of the businesses in Turkey are SMEs, it can be said that they are the biggest targets in terms of application. Based on this information, it can be said that the roles and effects of these companies according to Gen Y perspective and the consistency and efficiency of HR recruitment practices can be an interesting research topic.

3. Method

The goal of this research is to determine the problems of Gen Y in job interviews and to understand the important HRM mistakes in these processes. This research was designed as a phenomenological study, one of the
qualitative research designs. This method is preferred as it gives the opportunity to make in-depth analysis. Semi-structured web-based interviews were conducted to collect data. This research is conducted upon the permission of Akdeniz University, Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, Scientific Research and Publication Ethics Institution. Participants were asked to answer these questions: “What kinds of problems did you experience during recruitment?”, “What are the reasons for these problems?” and “How did these problems affect you?”. The homogeneous sampling of the research involves a total of 12 Gen Y individuals registered to LinkedIn; the individuals who participated in the research graduated from different domains such as engineering, gerontology, econometrics, business or public relations. Qualitative researches prioritize continuing interviews until new opinions are revealed (Arksey and Knight, 1999, p.58); these researches focus on more specific samplings that give the opportunity to have detailed data rather than working on big groups (Coyne, 1997). A similar process is followed in this research, interviews had continued until new opinions were heard; data collection process was completed when data saturation was achieved until in 12 interviews. 7 of the youngest Gen Y representatives in the research are female while 5 of them are male; all of the participants have applied to more than one job. Participants have generally applied to Medium-sized enterprises.

4. Findings

Interview notes are analyzed using thematic analysis and the problems experienced by Gen Y were determined. Findings indicate that Gen Y experiences three basic problems during recruitment (see Table 1):

- **Ethical problems** (injustice and wrong attitude/behavior)
- **Communication problems** (information mistakes and feedback deficiencies)
- **Process management problems** (incompetency of the interviewer and coordination deficiency)

There are some metaphors in the interview notes about the recruitment process. Clamp, bleeding wound, torture, and battle are the words used by the candidates while describing the process. According to the candidates, psychological results of the problems they faced during recruitments can be described as anxiety, despair, feeling invaluable, disappointment and stress. It is obvious that individuals of Gen Y, who give importance to the well-being and happiness of the employee, are negatively affected when they experience such problems at the beginning of their career.

“.... Waiting for feedback is difficult and boring. It is really disappointing that they don’t give even negative feedback.” (p.4)

“...I think that such negative processes cause people to lose their hopes and belief in life, they can make people feel invaluable.” (p.6)

“.... There are serious disappointments when interviews are negative one after another.” (p.11)

“Pessimism, concern for the future, anxiety over making a living, not knowing what to do, the feeling of failure at a young age, the feeling of falling behind while everyone else is successful.” (p.9)

Gen Y believes that the sources of problems in recruitment processes are incorrect and unprofessional attitudes of HR members, behaviors of business managers involved in job interviews and dysfunctions in HR policies. The significant points determined during interviews can be summarized as such:

Some businesses have no knowledge about global developments or new qualifications. Some new qualifications stated in CVs that are perceived as new skills and abilities by the new generation aren’t important for the companies. On the other hand, a skill found to be important by a business may sometimes not be important for the new generation.

The traditional employee management perspective is still valid in medium-sized enterprises. Behaviors of HR members are strict and they sometimes make candidates feel insufficient. On the other hand, department managers that sometimes take part in job interviews don’t have very professional attitudes towards the process.

Expectations and priorities of the new generation cannot be understood by the preceding generation. Their interests (such as hobbies or volunteer works) besides technical or professional knowledge aren’t important for managers of HR professionals; possible contributions of these qualifications to work performance aren’t taken into consideration.
There are important differences among generations in terms of the way of benefiting from technology and digitalization. Jobs and qualifications are redefined according to technological skills. Qualifications of Gen Y individuals in terms of technology should be efficiently integrated into the job requirements in today’s businesses.

Table 1. Problems of gen y during recruitment processes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main themes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Sample quotations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ethical problems</td>
<td>Injustice</td>
<td>Recruitments aren’t based on equity or merit. (Inexperienced individuals who have privileges are preferred!)</td>
<td>“...candidates were treated differently. The ones with important privileges and the ones with no support. They were treated differently.” (p.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wrong behavior, attitude</td>
<td>Incorrect, improper behaviors and attitudes of HR members conducting recruitments (Sardonic or humiliating attitudes of HR members towards the ones who have recently graduated)</td>
<td>“...people look down on individuals who look for a job... when they see a person that has recently graduated (who is naturally shy), they want to oppress him/her; a kind of humiliation.” (p.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Misinformation</td>
<td>Candidates are intentionally or unintentionally misinformed (Misinformation about position, company or working conditions)</td>
<td>“...Although the issue experience wasn’t specifically mentioned before the interview, it was the main issue prioritized during the job interview ....(p.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“...you start working and problems occur at the very instant... you are required to carry out some responsibilities that have nothing to do with you; unqualified employees' duties are given to you... you naturally don’t want to be responsible for them. You see a kind of deception; job definitions aren’t properly made during interviews.” (p.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication problems</td>
<td>Feedback deficiency</td>
<td>Not receiving any feedback after job interviews (Interview results aren’t shared with candidates, the reasons for rejection aren’t explained)</td>
<td>“Not receiving any kind of feedback is quite upsetting. Having feedback, even if a negative one, makes one feel valuable.” (p.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“...they don’t give any feedback, even a negative one. This is not proper, they should inform candidates about the result; you just wait and waste time.” (p.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process management problems</td>
<td>Incompetency of Interviewer</td>
<td>People who conduct job interviews aren’t qualified (They don’t have any knowledge about new skills and proficiencies; they have old, stereotyped interview questions, they cannot reveal candidate qualifications)</td>
<td>“......there are different problems such as stereotypical questions of the interviewer, not being innovative, not having proper knowledge... ” (p.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“I believe that problems have resulted from the incompetence of interviewers who are inexperienced but responsible for recruitment.” (p.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coordination deficiency</td>
<td>Plan, program, coordination problems during job interviews (Coordination problems among different interviewers responsible for recruitment; mistakes in time-management during interviews)</td>
<td>“My only problem was not knowing my exact respondent during the interview” (p.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>“Human Resources Department is conducting the interviews. They say that the department manager will be here in a minute, they make you wait for 2 hours. Time management is quite insufficient.” (p.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusion

The recruitment process, which is the first step of Human Resources Management, is analyzed through the perspective of Gen Y in this limited research. Results obtained at the end of the research process are in line with the other determinations mentioned in the related literature. Generation Y is over-sensitive towards injustice; people of this generation give reaction to feeling invaluable, give importance to feedback, love innovation, expect
managers be professional and qualified and prioritize communication, information, and concern (Carless, 2007; Lamm and Meeks, 2009; Tapscott, 2009). This research indicates similar points; it is observed that the representatives of Gen Y experienced a variety of negative experiences during recruitment. According to them, candidates should be appropriately informed in a recruitment process, justice and professionalism should be prioritized, a reliable type of communication should be important (warm, sincere), qualified managers should hold interviews and the process should be professionally coordinated (planned, programmed).

The findings of this study coincide with some theoretical information in the literature. For example, in the interviews, the participants stated that the recruitment is not based on the basis of merit and they see this as a problem. It can be said that Gen Y, who attaches importance to the concept of honesty (Tapscott, 2009) and dislikes injustice (Lamm and Meeks, 2009), wants the people to be recruited to be chosen fairly. Gen Y also does not like to be wrong behaved (Lamm and Meeks, 2009). It can be said that Gen Y’s perception of the wrong style or attitudes of the interviewers as a problem is also consistent with the data in the literature. The concept of communication also has an important place in the life of Gen Y (Göktaş and Čankçi, 2016). In addition, Gen Y attaches importance to the concepts of honesty and transparency when choosing the company to work (Tapscott, 2009). Problems expressed by the participants as misinformation can be associated with this issue. The fact that a generation who needs information (Özer, 2014) and has been aware of all kinds of developments due to the technological opportunities in the period they grew up (Mücevher, 2015) sees it as a problem that they are deprived of information about their workplace, intentionally or unintentionally, or misinform them considered to be compatible with the relevant specifications. Similarly, Gen Y gives importance to feedback (Gurlas, 2016; Karaaslan, 2014; Özer, 2014). Therefore, the fact that they see not giving feedback as a problem after job interviews is in line with the data in the literature. In the interviews, the participants also stated that the people who conducted the recruitment interviews did not follow the innovations enough/could not keep up with the innovations, and did not have the necessary knowledge and competencies. Gen Y attaches importance to the concept of innovation (Tapscott, 2009) and embraces change. Gen Y, which has more educated people compared to the previous generations, also has higher expectations compared to the previous generations (Sarıkaya and Atsan, 2021). A relationship can be established between this problem, which is described as the incompetency of the interviewer, and the aforementioned characteristics of Gen Y.

As can be understood from the answers given by the participants to the questions, recruitment processes are difficult processes that have serious effects on human life. An example of this idea is that the participants express their recruitment processes with metaphors such as a clamp, bleeding wound, torture, and battle, and how the processes make them feel with concepts such as excitement, sadness, anxiety, hopelessness, worthlessness, disappointment, and stress. From this point of view, in an environment where recruitment processes are of great importance for both companies looking for personnel and applicant candidates, it is thought that making improvements in the process will be beneficial for both parties in practice. In line with the findings of this research, some improvement suggestions can be made to the businesses that have problems in recruitment. For example, recruitment should be done fairly, taking into account factors such as the success of the candidate and having job-related competencies, and the applicants should be made to feel that the elections were made in a fair and merit-based manner. In addition, the authorities should communicate with the candidates in a friendly way by emphasizing empathy, and avoiding approaching the candidates in an offensive, condescending, humiliating tone. Candidates should be informed honestly and adequately about the job, working conditions, or other aspects of the process. Interviews should be conducted by competent people, interviews and other stages of the process should be planned meticulously, taking into account the interests of the candidates, and should be carried out in a disciplined manner within a certain programmed framework. It is thought that these and similar issues will contribute to the improvement of the process.

Besides the problems experienced by candidates during recruitment, findings of the research indicate that the current job and qualification definitions should be revised according to the aspects of the new generations. Although there are various differences between the generations in many aspects (Sarıkaya and Atsan, 2021), it is seen that Gen X, Y, and Z show similarities in these elements (Glazer et al., 2019; Chillakuri, 2020; Yaşar and Demir, 2021). For example, as well as technical skills and experience levels of candidates, hobbies, abilities and other qualifications that can add additional value to the work should be considered as a dimension of talent management. Traditional HR perspective followed by medium-sized enterprises actually causes transaction costs as they cannot benefit from the emerging skills that will be provide competitive advantage to the enterprise. As a result, it can be said that recruitment process is the first step of the psychological contracts between employees and businesses; based on this information, it should be noted that the employer brand value of a business is formed in the first
connection established with potential candidates. Because of these significant points, it is important to professionally manage recruitment processes for all applicants, which show the reputation of HRM and it is necessary to support and improve the knowledge of HR experts according to the fast-changing and modern conditions of today’s business world.
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